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Marion Leigh
Founder of Findhorn  
Flower essences

about us
Findhorn Flower essences is a small, well 
established and award winning business with 
over 20 years experience in the production 
of self-help flower remedies. our essences 
are lovingly made by hand according to the 
methods of dr. edward bach here in the north 
of scotland, an area of outstanding natural 
beauty. we use only the finest natural and 
organic ingredients.

Cullerne House  
Home of FFe

about Flower essenCes
the body to recuperate and recover. 
in traditional chinese medicine, 
symptoms of various illnesses are 
seen as the culmination of disrupted 
or unbalanced chi circulation through 
the channels known as meridians in 
acupuncture. by restoring the flow 
of chi, the vital life energies can flow 
harmoniously around and through the 
human energy support system until 
the immunological system is robust 
enough to take over.

Flower essences are effective in the 
realm of emotions, in attitudes and 
behaviours that impact negatively on 
your health and wellbeing. by taking 
the appropriate flower essence you 
seek to balance the body’s electrical 
system, stabilise the nervous system 
and release negative emotions to heal 
yourself.

the beauty of flowers - their colours, 
their perfume, their appearance, 
continually amaze us, delight our 
senses and open our hearts. they 
can transform our space and lift our 
spirits, and when we open ourselves to 
their beauty they can touch us deeply 
enough to change us. 

Flower essences are classified as 
‘vibrational’ or energy medicine. 
Flowers contain the highest 
concentration of the life force of a plant. 
through the method of ‘sun infusion’ 
pioneered in the 1930s by the eminent 
harley street physician dr. edward 
bach, the healing vibrational pattern 
and energy of the flower is imprinted 
in water and preserved as a flower 
essence. recent research indicates 
that water memorises and ‘mimics’ 
the vibration of a flower that has been 
prepared through these methods. 

dr. bach described the action of 
flower essences as remedies that 
dispel psychological and emotional 
stress patterns. Flower essences 
act as catalysts, stimulating the 
natural self repair mechanisms of 

Preparing  
of flower infusion  

of Garden Pea

 “Flowers AlwAys mAke people 
better, hAppier, And more 

helpFul; they Are sunshine, Food 
And medicine to the mind.” 

- Luther BurBank -



essentiAls  |  Flower essence sprAys

All essentials 
are also available

as 30ml 
Flower essence 

combos
(see pages 14-15)

“the hiGh vibrAtion oF the 
essences knocks the socks oFF 

other remedies i hAve tAken.”
- amanda C -

“these Flower essences Are AmAzinG! 
i hAve Found them to work on very 

deep yet subtle levels.”
- Caz C. -
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25ml

Bon Voyage
TRAVEL
Ease travel stress and fatigue

 + Keep calm while travelling
 + Maintain your inner balance and feel less anxiety
 + Arrive feeling ‘ready to go’
 × travel fatigue and jet lag
 × motion-related discomfort and anxiety 
 × Feeling disoriented and off balance

Calm Me Down
TRANQUILLITY
Transform emotional turmoil

 + Emotionally and mentally calm and composed
 + In control of your behaviour and actions
 + Pay attention, think clearly and concentrate
 × Getting upset and losing control
 × emotional extremes and irrational behaviour 
 × irritable, agitated or bad-tempered

Clear Light
CLARITY
Enhance mental clarity and concentration

 + Quiet your mind and focus
 + Enhance learning, writing and meditation 
 + Communicate thoughts and ideas effectively
 × lack of concentration, dreamy, easily distracted
 × Agitation, restlessness, wandering mind 
 × mental dullness and lethargy

Energy Shield
PROTECTION
Neutralise the effects of electromagnetic stress

 + Reduce sensitivity to electrical fields and bioelectrical pollution
 + Transform emotional effects of radiation
 + Clear static energies and strengthen inner defenses
 × sensitivity to electrical, magnetic, wireless and microwave frequencies
 × Fear of electromagnetic radiation 
 × Feeling helpless; unexplained fear and anxiety
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Go With The Flow
EASY GOING
Relax your mind and enjoy freedom of movement

 + Clear and transform blocked or stagnant energies
 + Let go, motivate yourself and move forward 
 + Shift your attitude and mobilise your will and intention
 × resistance to change, growth and movement
 × beliefs and thought patterns that hold you back in life
 × detox from emotional tension held in the body

Eros
LOVE
Express love freely and enrich your relationships

 + Trust and open to emotional intimacy and tenderness 
 + Energetic, dynamic love arising more spontaneously
 + Feel good about yourself and be more in tune with your body 
 × A desire for richness, openness and freedom to love
 × self-conscious or not relaxed during intimacy
 × lack of self confidence in relationships

Femininity
BALANCE
Support for female wellbeing

 + Feel settled and stable during transitional periods
 + Harmonise your mood and temperament
 + Relax and be easy on yourself
 ×  energetic and emotional issues symptomatic to women 
 × Anxiety, irritability and mood swings 
 × Feeling overwhelmed and overreacting to things 

First Aid
CALM
Calming, soothing relief in any crisis

 + Help to cope with any major or minor distress 
 + Ease emotional pain and suffering
 + Gentle, quick, effective relief
 × First aid for emotional wounds, upset or pain
 × stress and anxiety
 × emotional and psychological symptoms of shock or trauma

essentiAls  |  Flower essence sprAys
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25ml

Healing The Cause
GET WELL
Living life in fullness and acceptance

 + Take charge of your health and wellbeing 
 + Feel empowered and in control of your situation
 + Secure hope, optimism and resilience
 × health fears and anxieties 
 × Feeling powerless over your own circumstances
 × coping with a chronic condition

Heart Support
PEACE
Comfort and consolation in matters of the heart

 + Secure peace of mind and heart
 + Restore strength, hope and courage
 + Feel supported during life-changing events
 × heartache, grief and sadness
 × Feelings of emptiness or loneliness
 × uncertainty or anxiety that comes with change and transition

Inner Child
NURTURE
Love and nurture your inner child and honour the person you’ve become

 + Bring out your playful side
 + Heal and transform the child part of yourself
 + Let down your self-protective barriers and trust more
 × childhood traumatic stress 
 × Feeling powerless, victimised or rejected
 × limiting beliefs that fuel self-sabotaging behaviour

Karma Clear
FREEDOM
Release the past and tensions that bring pain, suffering & unhappiness

 + Transform negative patterns through forgiveness
 + Greater understanding and compassion 
 + Understand the lesson behind the challenges you face
 × effects of harmful energy that judgments carry 
 × reacting to events rather than taking positive action
 × burdened by the heavy energy of negative karma
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Life Force
ENERGY
Boost your energy, alleviate tiredness and restore vitality

 + Feel more vibrant, energetic and lively 
 + Stimulate your body’s natural recuperative powers
 + Recover your enthusiasm and zest for life
 × emotionally and energetically depleted
 × physical and mental fatigue
 × Feeling lethargic and lacking vitality

Light Being
LIGHTHEARTED
Lift your spirits and feel more connected and joyful

 + Strength to rise above your troubles 
 + Stay positive and joyful
 + Live in the present with peace of mind
 × loneliness, isolation and despair
 × lack of purpose in your life
 × Feeling like you can’t go on

Prosperity
ABUNDANCE
Manifest your dreams and goals – succeed and prosper

 + Attract greater prosperity and abundance into your life
 + Believe in yourself and achieve your goals
 + Shape your future by the positive intentions you hold
 × Feeling a lack of abundance and self-fulfilment 
 × self-limiting beliefs and insecurities
 × stressed and worried about your financial position 

Psychic Protection
SAFE
Protect yourself from negative energies 

 + Feel safe and secure, positive and strong
 + Defend and reinforce your personal energy field 
 + Interact with others without absorbing negativity
 × highly sensitive to external negative influences
 × powerless to set limits and distance yourself from toxic people 
 × Anxiety reaction to emotional or psychic attack

essentiAls  |  Flower essence sprAys
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25ml

Seasonal Affections
SOOTHE
Feel good whatever the season

 + Be patient and stay calm in adverse conditions
 + Build up tolerance and strengthen your defenses
 + Emotionally resilient and adaptable
 × Adverse effects of seasonal change
 × intolerance aggravated by environment and climate 
 × discomfort, congestion and irritation

Sweet Dreams
SLEEP WELL
Unwind and relax into peaceful sleep

 + Get more restful sleep
 + Quiet your mind and calm your body
 + Wake up rested and refreshed
 × disturbed sleeping patterns
 × overactive mind and restlessness keep you awake 
 × out of sync with your internal clock

Transformation
RELEASE
Change your ways and turn over a new leaf

 + Patience and willingness to change and grow 
 + Adopt good health habits and life practices
 + Persistence, strength and perseverance
 × stuck in unhealthy patterns
 × self-defeating and destructive behaviours 
 × cravings, addictions and dependencies

Voice Confidence
CONFIDENCE 
Let your light, beauty and talent shine 

 + Express yourself with confidence 
 + Articulate and communicate clearly and freely 
 + Feel good about, and believe in yourself
 × low self esteem inhibiting full self-expression
 × Fear of criticism, disapproval or making mistakes 
 × over concerned with what others think of you
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FLoWER ESSEnCE CoMBoS 
( PaGes 12-15 )

GeM essenCes 
( pAGes 24-25 )

ELEMEnTAL ESSEnCES
( PaGes 26-27 )

SACRED MISTS & 
ARoMATHERAPy MISTS

( PaGes 16-17 )



Baby Blues
OPTIMISM
Support for emotional highs and lows after the birth

 + Adapting to radical change in every aspect of your life 
 + Enriched by a sense of purpose after the achievement of a creative cycle
 + Feeling confident, motivated and happy in the present moment
 × post-achievement blues 
 × low self esteem and lack of confidence 
 × Anti-climax following the attainment of a goal

Holy Grail
EMBODIMENT
Body, Speech and Mind in synthesis and rightful expression

 + Realise and express your intuitive inspiration and wisdom 
 + Connect to your true self and be mindful in your attention
 + your subtle, unified consciousness revealed through your mind and body
 × not grounded or connected in your body and with environment
 × wandering mind and busy body degrades your power and potential 
 × wavering connection with your whole self limits your creativity and expression

Birthing
EMPOWERING
Bringing new life into this world with ease and calm

 + open up naturally to conscious birthing
 + Maintain calm and balance through a transition
 + Trust the process and stay present to your feelings
 × Feeling contracted and disempowered
 × inhibitions obstruct spontaneous processes of birthing
 × Fear and resistance stops you surrendering to the flow of life

Fertility
CREATIVITY
Conscious co-creation and conception

 + Cultivate a positive attitude to ensure a positive outcome 
 + nurture a fertile environment for creativity
 + open your mind to your unlimited, bountiful potential
 × negative thinking impedes the creative process
 × emotional ups and downs 
 × losing your passion and spontaneity
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Flower essence combos
30ml

Masculinity
GENTLE-MAN
Discovering the quest of the masculine soul

 + Inner strength to free yourself from a sense of ‘duty’
 + open the heart to acceptance, compassion and self-love
 + Willingness to move from power to love
 × issues with power, authority or father figures
 × Feelings of guilt and inadequacy from not being ‘man’ enough
 × having to hide your own sensitivity

Sexual Integrity
TENDERNESS
Open to love and intimacy. Transform sexual trauma

 + Channel sexual energy in ways that nurture you
 + Develop a positive sense of self esteem 
 + open your heart to healing and recovery
 × Fears that hinder sexual wellbeing and your relationships
 × negative impact of memories and emotions associated with sexual trauma
 × emotional disengagement from your body 

Spiritual Marriage
EQUILIBRIUM 
Balancing masculine and feminine

 + Balance male & female energies to expand your potential for creative 
engagement

 + Inner union of wisdom (feminine) and skilful action (masculine)
 + Realise beauty and harmony by unifying opposing inner forces
 × need for connection and balance of your emotional and mental life
 × discord between your heartfelt convictions and logical thinking
 × self-repeating internal conflict between polarised parts of you

Teens
COOL-NESS
Spontaneity, focus and balance for the adolescent mind-set

 + Self-love, assurance and acceptance
 + Allow your inner light and beauty to shine 
 + Support during times of emotional awakening and radical change
 × distress associated with social and emotional changes during puberty 
 × lack of confidence and overly self-conscious
 × Feelings of awkwardness, oversensitivity or embarrassment
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Flower essence combos

All following 
Flower essence combos
are also available
as 25ml essentials
Flower essence sprays
(see pages 5-9)

Calm Me 
Down
TRANQUILLITY
transform 
emotional turmoil
(see page 5)

Eros
LOVE
express love freely 
and enrich your 
relationships
(see page 6)

Go With  
The Flow
EASY GOING
relax your mind 
and enjoy freedom 
of movement
(see page 6)

Clear Light
CLARITY
enhance mental 
clarity and 
concentration
(see page 5)

Femininity
BALANCE
Support for female 
wellbeing
(see page 6)

Healing  
The Cause
GET WELL
Living life in 
fullness and 
acceptance
(see page 7)

Energy 
Shield
PROTECTION
neutralise 
the effects of 
electromagnetic 
stress
(see page 5)

First Aid
CALM
Calming, soothing 
relief in any crisis
(see page 6)

Heart 
Support
PEACE
Comfort and 
consolation in 
matters of the 
heart
(see page 7)

Bon Voyage
TRAVEL
ease travel stress 
and fatigue
(see page 5)
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30ml

Psychic 
Protection
SAFE
Protect yourself 
from negative 
energies 
(see page 8)

Transforma-
tion
RELEASE
Change your ways 
and turn over a 
new leaf
(see page 9)

Life Force
ENERGY
Boost your energy, 
alleviate tiredness 
and restore vitality
(see page 8)

Light Being
LIGHTHEARTED
Lift your spirits 
and feel more 
connected and 
joyful
(see page 8)

Seasonal 
Affections
SOOTHE
Feel good whatever 
the season
(see page 9)

Voice 
Confidence
CONFIDENCE 
Let your light, 
beauty and talent 
shine 
(see page 9)

Inner Child
NURTURE
Love & nurture 
your inner child 
and honour the 
person you’ve 
become
(see page 7)

Prosperity
ABUNDANCE
manifest your 
dreams and  
goals - succeed 
and prosper
(see page 8)

Sweet 
Dreams
SLEEP WELL
unwind and relax 
into peaceful sleep
(see page 9)

Karma Clear
FREEDOM
release the past 
and tensions 
that bring pain, 
suffering & 
unhappiness
(see page 7)

“i must sAy, thAt Findhorn 
drops reAlly hAve some 

mAGic inFluence.  
i did not believe in Flower 
essences beFore i stArted 

to tAke these!” 
- angeLa a -

 “your combo 
essences Are 

the most 
AmAzinG 

tool i’ve ever 
worked with.” 

- Petra a -
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sAcred mists
100ml

made with a unique blend of natural and organic essential oils with 
our flower, gem and elemental essences. this synergistic combination 
contributes to a positive state of mind and sense of wellbeing.

“here’s A nAturAl 
product thAt ticks 

every box For me - it’s 
scottish, reAlisticAlly 

priced And mAde 
From 100% nAturAl 

inGredients. no 
wonder Findhorn 

Flower essences wins 
AwArds. ommmm” 

- the heraLd -

Sacred Space®
PEACE & HARMony 
helps to purify and clear 
your physical space to create 
a more positive, relaxing 
atmosphere.

Sacred Light®
LovE & WISDoM 
helps you to find inspiration 
and evoke the aspiration to 
strengthen the heart-mind 
connection and realise inner 
wisdom.

Sacred Earth®
GRoUnD & nURTURE 
helps you to stay grounded 
and focussed, to feel at 
home in yourself and in your 
environment.

“i hAve the most 
inexplicAble And 

AmAzinG results with 
psychic protection, 

this wonderFul 
sprAy protects my 
wellbeinG whilst 
i Give reFlexoloGy 

treAtments. it smells 
Absolutely divine, liFts 
my spirit And mAkes me 

Feel reAlly relAxed.”
- hoLLy m -

AromAtherApy Flower essence mists
50ml
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infuse your atmosphere and aura with the therapeutic power of flowers. 
balancing emotional patterns, attitudes and behaviours that negatively 
impact health and wellbeing.

Psychic Protection
protect yourself from negative 
energies. Feel safe and secure, 
positive and strong.

Eros
Feel good about yourself. 
express your love 
freely and enrich your 
relationships.

Prosperity
manifest your dreams 
and goals. Attract 
greater prosperity and 
abundance into your life.

Sacred Space®
purify and clear your 
physical space to create 
a more positive, relaxing 
atmosphere.

Calm Me Down
transform emotional 
turmoil. stay calm and 
composed.



Feel Good essentiAl duos

Feeling Love
open your heart, express love freely and enrich  
your relationships

HELPS yoU To FEEL

•	 Good about yourself and in tune with your body 
•	more trusting and open to intimacy and 

tenderness 
•	 energetic, dynamic love arising more 

spontaneously

Aromatherapy mist + Flower essence spray
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50ml 25ml

Feeling Prosperous
manifest your dreams and goals, succeed and prosper

HELPS yoU To FEEL

•	 you can attract greater prosperity
•	 confident you can manifest your dreams and 

goals 
•	 you are worthy of abundance and happiness

Feeling Safe
Protect yourself from negative energies

HELPS yoU To FEEL

•	 safe and secure in yourself 
•	 protected from others’ emotions 
•	 positive and strong

Feeling Calm
transform emotional turmoil

HELPS yoU To FEEL

•	 emotionally and mentally calm and composed
•	 in control of your behaviour and actions
•	 Able to pay attention, think clearly and 

concentrate
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Cabbage
DEvoTIon
boost dynamism. convert procrastination 
into action and find joy at work.

Ancient Yew
EMERGEnCE
realise your life purpose. cast off burdens 
that hold you back and take spontaneous 
action that leads to new directions for change 
and growth.

Bell Heather
ConFIDEnCE
have faith and trust in yourself. release doubt 
and fear. stay firmly grounded, flexible and 
confident.

Apple
PURPoSE
Focus on your purpose with enthusiasm and 
perseverance and use your will to realise the 
goal.

Birch
vISIon
open your mind and broaden your outlook. 
banish uncertainty and worries that cloud 
your vision. exercise your imagination to see 
‘the bigger picture’.

Balsam
TEnDERnESS
nurture yourself and others through love and 
intimacy. overcome feelings of separation. 
emanate and attract warmth and tenderness.

Broom
CLARITy
clear your mind and focus your thinking. 
dispel emotional turmoil that hinders your 
powers of concentration.

Cherry
CoMPASSIon
be openhearted and open-minded. transcend 
negative inherent tendencies by consciously 
conducting yourself with integrity and 
goodwill.
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Flower essence solos
15ml

Ginkgo
EnDURAnCE
maintain mind-body equilibrium. when you 
are feeling disconnected, stimulate your light 
responsive ‘third eye’ so body and mind work 
harmoniously and in sync.

Globethistle
STREnGTH 
tap into reserves of patience, flexibility and 
endurance. when caring and giving promotes 
dependence, know your limitations and 
honour your own needs.

Daisy
PRoTECTIon
stay calm and focussed. overcome agitation 
and anxiety by centering yourself to remain 
stable and grounded.

Golden Iris
FIDELITy
realise powers of right perception and 
discernment. Act in harmony with your inner 
wisdom and master impulses that hinder 
good judgment. 

Elder
BEAUTy
be the radiant and beautiful being you truly 
are. release your expectation of perfection.  
stimulate natural powers of rejuvenation. 

Gorse
Joy
lift up your heart and mind. when you feel 
disheartened, withdrawn or depleted of 
energy, bring light into your life and let joy fuel 
your enthusiasm and dynamism.Elecampane

SEnSITIvITy
magnetise your abilities to work with psychic 
energies and spiritual forces. be a clear 
channel by virtue of right motive, alignment 
and attunement.

Grass Of Parnassus
oPEnnESS
open your heart. let down your barriers and 
release your fear. have faith in the healing 
power of love.  

Elf Cup Lichen
LIBERATIon
release deep-seated, negative emotions 
and clear the way for positive change and 
personal transformation.

Harebell
ALIGnMEnT
believe in yourself. trust in your abilities. Feel 
good about yourself, be happy and prosper. 

Garden Pea
EXPRESSIon
cultivate confident, articulate self-
expression. let go self-doubt and negative 
self-talk. clear the blocks to heartfelt 
communication and speak your truth.

Hazel
FREEDoM
let your mind be free and ‘go with the flow’. 
keep moving forward in life in wonder of 
your unfolding new potential. transform 
expectations into explorations.

Holy Thorn
ACCEPTAnCE 
open your heart. let down the barriers that 
inhibit love’s expression. Accept yourself and 
others unconditionally.

Iona Pennywort
TRAnSPAREnCy
live with integrity and awareness. banish 
guilt and self-judgement. cast a ray of light 
into the dark corners of your mind. Accept 
and integrate your shadow side.
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Ragged Robin
PURIFICATIon
purify your body and mind. detox from 
whatever stops your energies from flowing 
freely. make choices that uphold good health 
and wellbeing.

Sea Holly
BRILLIAnCE 
be spontaneous, social and outgoing. 
overcome the limitations that inhibit your 
expression. let your light shine.

Reindeer Lichen
TRAnSMUTATIon
breath, calm down and relax. open to free 
circulation and energy flow to and from the 
heart. 

Sea Pink
HARMony
balance your inner dualities. stay well 
grounded and maintain your sense of 
equilibrium.

Lady’s Mantle
AWAREnESS
bring to light your inherent natural 
intelligence. enhance lateral thinking and 
problem solving. expand awareness and 
responsiveness by bridging the mind-body 
divide. 

Rose Alba
PoWER
connect with your creative powers. trust and 
follow your intuition. speak and act from your 
inner authority. 

Laurel 
RESoURCEFULnESS
hold your vision, get organised and bring your 
plan into manifestation. 

Rose Water Lily
PRESEnCE
reconnect with your spiritual roots and 
creative source. rise above the emotional 
pressures and demands of daily life and find 
contentment in the present.

Lime
UnIvERSALITy
cultivate harmonious relationships. 
transform intolerant attitudes and behaviour.  
be at peace with yourself, your neighbours 
and your world.

Rowan
REConCILIATIon
make peace with yourself and others. take 
responsibility to heal the past. surrender, 
forgive, and move on.

Mallow
GRACE
harmonise thinking and feeling. 
intellectualising your feelings is a way of 
escaping emotional connection with others. 
communicate from your heart.  

Scots Pine
WISDoM
trust the source of wisdom within you. 
overcome the insecurity of uncertainty by 
tuning in and listening. be guided by your 
inner voice.

Monkey Flower
PERSonAL PoWER
stand in confidence to uphold your truth. 
transform insecurity and fear by standing in 
your power. 

Scottish Primrose
PEACE
Find inner peace and restore natural 
rhythms. overcome conflict, fear and 
anxiety by opening the heart to the source of 
unconditional, universal love.
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Flower essence solos

Sycamore
REvITALISATIon
relax, recharge and revive. when persistent 
stress leads to exhaustion, be gentle with 
yourself. take time to allow your system to 
relax and recover. 

Thistle
CoURAGE
Find courage to cope in a crisis, and let 
go of fear. stand in strength and act with 
confidence.

Sea Rocket
REGEnERATIon
use your resources wisely. release insecurity 
and your need to control and hold on. 
connect to your source and trust in your 
powers to adapt and thrive.

Silverweed
SIMPLICITy
simplify your life and unclutter. Focus on 
what is most important. increase awareness 
and self-consciousness.

Snowdrop
SURREnDER
surrender, release and let go. move forward 
with renewed hope and optimism. Find peace 
and serenity through acceptance.

Spotted Orchid
EQUAnIMITy
be positive. surrender your limited viewpoint 
and keep the greater plan in mind. 

Stonecrop
TRAnSITIon
embrace and welcome change and 
transformation. transmute restlessness and 
frustration to find peace and stillness within.

15ml

 “the Globethistle is excellent. Gets 
rid oF  “i-reAlly-cAn’t-cope-Any-more” 
FeelinG. too much, thouGh produces 

“i-couldn’t–cAre-less-iF-the-
bedrooms-Aren’t-hoovered” 

which isn’t Quite whAt you wAnt !”
- Pam t -

“since tAkinG snowdrop i Am 
FeelinG more willinG to ForGive 
myselF And others. it hAs helped 

me to express myselF with 
sweetness, love And respect.”

- LuCia P. -

Valerian
DELIGHT
live in the present moment. lighten up and 
have more fun. make time to enjoy the simple 
joys in life that bring you true happiness.

Watercress
WELLBEInG
clear congestion and stagnant energies from 
your body and mind. take the edge off your 
emotional reactions. cool down, and stay 
calm and collected.

Wild Pansy
RESonAnCE
open your heart to receive and radiate the 
energy of love. clear the blocks to the free 
flow of life energies to illuminate the mind. 
restore mind-body equilibrium.

Willowherb
SELF MASTERy
harness your fiery, passionate nature through 
mindfulness and the right use of will and 
power.

Wintergreen
GLADnESS
mobilise your willpower. dispel darkness and 
despair. stay positive and be patient with 
optimistic expectancy. open the heart to love 
and support from others.
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Gems and crystals, as concentrated forms of light energy, have been used 
as medicine since ancient times. Gem essences are traditionally used to  
treat chakra imbalances. research indicates they energetically clear, the 
tubes or  ‘ducts’ (nadi skt.) that are the foundation of our subtle electrical 
system. our gem essences are prepared by the same sun infusion method 
used to make flower essences. Gem essences are often used to strengthen 
spiritual virtues. the seven major energy centres, chakras, are conditioned 
by seven streams of energy -the seven rays- emanating from cosmic 
sources and distributed to our solar system through constellations and  
planets. through their distinctive energies the rays determine the quality 
of a person’s physical, emotional, mental and spiritual nature, and 
predispose one to certain strengths and weaknesses.

Diamond
SPIRITUAL ALIGNMENT 
Align to your vision and purpose through concentration of will and power. 
with a clear vision of the purpose you can prioritise, set objectives and focus on 
essentials. developing the virtues of tenderness, compassion, tolerance and 
fearlessness expands your capacity to love.
essence of diamond focusses the first ray energies of will and power transmitted 
through the astrological signs aries, Leo and Capricorn.
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Gem essences

Sapphire
CLARITY & INTUITION
be calm and clear and find peace of mind. expanded understanding and 
awareness leads to illumination, insight and intuition. developing the virtue of 
compassion evokes powers to heal, teach and inspire through love.
essence of Sapphire focusses the second ray energies of love and wisdom transmitted 
through the astrological signs of gemini, Virgo, and Pisces.

Emerald 
BALANCE & COMMUNICATION
Accessing the intelligent and intuitive mind aids in manifesting a plan. Attention 
to concentration helps in understanding and communication skills. Fostering the 
virtues of tolerance, accuracy and adaptability is reflected in practical, creative, 
planned activity.
essence of emerald focusses the third ray energies of creative intelligence and 
adaptability transmitted through the astrological signs Cancer, Libra and Capricorn.

Jasper
IMAGINATION & CREATIVITY
express your creativity through the art of beauty and harmony. mental and 
emotional balance and serenity gives staying power in progressing your projects. 
inner harmony and unity arises with the will to make peace. with confidence you 
express yourself through the power of beauty.
essence of jasper focusses the fourth ray energies of harmony and beauty through 
conflict transmitted through the astrological signs taurus, Scorpio, Sagittarius.

15ml
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Topaz
LUCIDITY & INVENTIVENESS
Access the higher mind and think clearly.
by developing the virtues of patience, persistence and wide mindedness you find 
inner balance. through concentration, observation and practical inventiveness 
you can master in your field of expertise with the power to realise great plans.
essence of topaz focusses the fifth ray energies of knowledge and science transmitted 
through the astrological signs Leo, Sagittarius and aquarius.

Ruby
FAITH & INSPIRATION
Attain through one-pointed aspiration, fearlessness and endurance. virtues of 
tolerance, serenity and purity balance emotional health and intelligence and 
mastery over instinctual orientations. heartfelt devotion and a serene, sunny 
outlook on life promote encouraging, powerful and inspired enthusiasm.
essence of ruby focusses the sixth ray energies of devotion and idealism transmitted 
through the astrological signs Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces.

Amethyst
ORDER & PRACTICALITY
bring order and organisation to all areas of your life. virtues of humility, wide-
mindedness and orderliness give perfect expression to your ability to translate 
plans into physical reality. your higher intuition manifests as skill in action, 
practicality and graceful, mindful activity.
essence of amethyst focusses the seventh ray energies of ceremonial order and 
organisation transmitted through the astrological signs aries, Cancer and Capricorn.

“the brilliAncy, the colour And the symmetricAl crystAl Forms oF precious 
stones hAve in All AGes suGGested to mAn some kind oF indwellinG liFe, 

An ideA thAt precious stones Are Flowers thAt Grow underGround."
- gem StoneS oF the SeVen rayS C. neLSon Stewart -
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elementAl essences

Earth
the earth element strengthens the receptivity of life force in the 1st chakra, the 
base centre, which rules the physical will to be and self-preservation instincts. 
power to stand in strength brings stability, security and balance that help you to 
develop concentration, patience, perseverance and discipline. the effect is calm, 
dependable grounding of ideas, practicality and material abundance.

Water
the water element strengthens the receptivity of life force in the 2nd chakra, the 
sacral centre, which has a magnetic energy and concerns procreation of life, love 
of family and friends, and personal vitality and attractiveness. when balanced, 
there is natural empathy, sensitivity and tenderness, and the power to create 
harmonious emotional relationships with receptivity, understanding, adaptability 
and imagination. 

Fire
the fire element strengthens the receptivity of life force in the 3rd chakra, the 
solar plexus centre, the major receiving and 'composting' centre for emotional 
reactions, desire impulses and energies. when balanced, fiery aspiration is 
directed towards higher ideals, and increasing your vitality in all areas of life. self-
confidence, optimism, and the ability to take forthright action, manifest through 
an alert and focussed mind, exhibiting self-reliance, courage and leadership skills. 

everything in nature is made up of the four basic elements of earth, water, 
fire, and air and each element represents a state of matter. earth is not 
just soil but is everything that is solid. water is everything that is liquid and 
air is everything that is a gas. the elements can also be associated with 
the four fundamental forces in nature - electromagnetism (earth), gravity 
(liquid), the strong force (fire) and the weak force (air). the fifth element 
of ether unites all the elements within space and is the vehicle of light and 
sound energy. the elements build up the forms of the subtle and physical 
bodies: bones, muscles, flesh etc. and empower the functioning of the 
body. each element is connected with a specific chakra. the elemental 
essences can help to restore the health of the elements in the body and to 
strengthen the receptivity of life force in the related chakra. 

Air
the air element strengthens the receptivity of life force in the 4th chakra, the 
heart centre, where the life energies are anchored. when the potential of this 
'chakra' is fully unfolded, the transformed consciousness -from the personal to 
the transpersonal level- expresses perceptiveness and objectivity, dexterity and 
enterprise skills, and the intuiting of practical solutions. unconditional love, 
compassion, emotional independence and personal refinement flow from here.

Ether
the ether element strengthens the receptivity of life force in the 5th chakra, the 
throat centre, which focuses the creative consciousness. when this chakra is 
evolved, instinctual intuition, mental flexibility, thoughts and ideas are expressed 
through creative thought, speech and writing. the elements of earth, water, fire 
and air cease to have control over the person polarised in the consciousness of the 
throat chakra.

15ml
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Exaltation
exaltation essence, which contains 27 different flowers solarised together, 
may strengthen the receptivity of life force in the 6th chakra, the ajna or brow 
centre that coordinates all the chakras and is the distributing agent of active, 
creative intelligence. insight gained through the intuition, pure reason and 
comprehension of ideas can then be expressed through the formulation of ideals. 
when illumined by purity of motive and loving purpose, the energies of love and 
wisdom work out in spiritual activity on the physical plane.

spiritual essences

Wesak Blessing
wesak blessing is classified an 'environmental essence' that may strengthen 
the receptivity of life force in the 7th chakra, the crown centre, the centre of 
synthesis that links to your higher nature and focusses the aspiration for your life 
purpose and a meaningful life. when activated, inspiration, clear-sightedness, 
understanding and enlightenment are grounded, and distributed through the 
ajna chakra and the 'third eye'.
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skin cAre

Rose Beauty Cream
With Essential Oil of Rose Bulgaria
nourishing and Vitalising natural moisture

protect, tone and soften the skin with flower 
essences to stimulate the skin's natural 
powers of regeneration and renewal. rose 
essential oil is used to relieve stress and 
tension.

we combine pure essential and plant-based oils with flower essences to 
create topical emollients that can assist in calming and restoring natural 
balance through the skin. As important are the excluded ingredients, such 
as petroleum-based oils and minerals, phthalates, synthetic preservatives, 
colours and fragrances, harsh surfactants, irradiated ingredients and any 
genetically modified materials.

moisturizing creams

First Aid Cream
With Essential Oils of Sandalwood & Frankincense
Calm, relax and Comfort your Skin

balance and soothe body and mind with flower 
essences to calm your emotions. sandalwood 
oil is widely known to calm anxiety or 
worry and promotes healthy, smooth skin. 
Frankincense is calming and soothing to the 
skin and promotes cellular health.

Eros Skin Care Cream
with Essential Oils of Rose Bulgaria & Sandalwood
Love and nourish your Skin

Flower essence to help you relax and nurture 
yourself. be more alluring and feel confident 
in your skin. sandalwood oil is used to treat 
nervous tension and stress, rose oil is used 
for opening the heart and soul to love and 
connection.

"eros is the only 
creAm (includinG 

vArious ones 
prescribed by 
doctor And 

dermAtoloGists) 
which hAs helped 

my 11 yeAr old 
dAuGhter’s dry 

skin condition."
- gene w -

“...the eros creAm 
is GorGeous.  

it smells divine 
And it’s Good 
to know thAt 
you Are usinG 

somethinG thAt 
is Good For you 

(And probAbly 
hAs mAny other 
unseen beneFits) 
And is not Filled 
with synthetic 

Additives."
- Jane r -

50ml

First Aid Gel
With Essential Oils of Sandalwood & Frankincense
Calm, relax and Comfort your Skin

balance and soothe body and mind with flower essences to calm your 
emotions. sandalwood oil is widely known to calm anxiety or worry and 
promotes healthy, smooth skin. Frankincense is calming, soothing and 
promotes cellular health.

Eros Gel
With Essential Oils of Rose Bulgaria & Sandalwood 
Love and nourish your Skin

this sensuous gel can be applied to intimate areas to help heighten 
sensitivity and pleasure. Flower essences combine with luscious Aloe vera 
to help awaken your senses, to relax and enjoy intimacy. rose oil opens 
your heart. sandalwood oil helps you relax into a peaceful state of mind.

Aloe vera Gels
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stock kits

Professional  
Stock Kit
our professional kit 
contains 48 x 15ml solo 
flower essences in stock 
concentrate from which you 
can prepare our combination 
blends and your own 
formulations. 

(for essence details 
see pages 20-23)

Gem Essences  
Stock Kit
this kit contains the 7 gem 
essences of diamond, 
sapphire, emerald, Jasper, 
topaz, ruby and Amethyst. 

(for essence details 
see pages 24-25)

Elemental Essences  
Stock Kit
this kit of 7 environmental 
essences contains the five 
elemental essences and the 
two spiritual essences.

(for essence details 
see pages 26-27)
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publicAtions

Flower Attunement Cards
beautifully illustrated, these cards can be used as an aid to 
selecting essences or to gain insight into an issue or area of 
your life that needs illuminating, clarifying or balancing. 

included in the deck are cards of the five elemental essences, 
the seven chakras and the twelve zodiac signs, all beautifully 
illustrated with informative commentaries on the back of the 
cards. 

Flower Essence Handbook 
easy to read and beautifully illustrated with colour 
photographs and botanical drawings, this is a comprehensive 
guide with instructions in the preparation and use of 90 
flower essences and vibrational remedies to balance negative 
states of mind. includes an index of more than two hundred 
symptoms with essence recommendations. (193 pages)

“this is A very speciAl book. As well As beinG the 
most comprehensive book i’ve reAd About Flower 

essences, it is Also A GAtewAy to help us understAnd 
ourselves more Fully. throuGh thAt understAndinG 

we heAl And trAnsForm.”
- d. C. -

educAtion

Training and Workshops
Flower essences and Vibrational Medicine 
we conduct online courses, weekend workshops, specialised and professional training, including 
practitioner certification. 

For more information please go to www.findhornessences.com  
or contact our education director ionaleigh@findhornessences.com



Flower essence FaQs
How do I choose Flower Essences?
to select the essences most beneficial for you at this time, 
see which ones most closely address negative emotions that 
are challenging you, and the positive qualities you would 
like to encourage.  look for key emotional, mental and mind 
symptoms. often your intuition will call your attention to 
particular flower essences. read the descriptions and see which 
essences intuitively feel right. other popular methods include 
dowsing with a pendulum, muscle testing, and using the flower 
attunement cards.

What can I expect?
many people find relief in times of emotional stress, gain 
insight during periods of transition and experience greater 
self-awareness. they are also catalysts to personal growth and 
transformation and ongoing use can help you along your spiritual 
path. the response may be quick and powerful or may be subtler: 
a feeling of clarity, peacefulness, or a sense of wellbeing. 

How do I use Flower Essences?
Flower essences have a wide range of applications and are most 
effective when used frequently in small amounts. when needed, 
such as in times of acute stress, use them up to several times an 
hour. 

essentials flower essence sprays and combos are ready-to-take. 
spray or drop directly into the mouth.

solo flower essences may be used alone, or blended together. 
take several drops directly under the tongue or in a glass of water 
and sip throughout the day. Add them to bathwater, creams or 
lotions and apply topically or spray them on your person, around 
the home and workplace.
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FLOWER ESSENCES
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